
Junior and Senior Infants 

Good morning everyone! I can’t believe it’s Friday already! It’s been a 

busy week with all the Active work you’ve been doing. I hope you 

enjoyed it. Make sure you play those games any time you can’t think 

of something to do!! Thank you for sending the Spring pictures 

yesterday…I loved seeing them! 

Quiet Work 

Writing: We’ll do news today. So remember to hold your pencil 

carefully and write slowly. Also make sure you have a capital letter 

at the start of each sentence and a full stop at the end!! 

Our News 

Today is Friday. 

It is the first of May. 

The weather is ……….. (cold, wet, windy, sunny) 

We had fun doing Active Week. 

(Draw I picture of you playing your favourite Active Week game!) 

What a wonderful world: p43 (I think we already did this page, but 

if not then colour the Spring things nicely)                                    

p44 match the words to the parts of the daffodil and colour it 

carefully! When you go for a walk see if you can spot any daffodils! 

(For Junior Infants you can write the words for the children to 

trace). 

Busy Work 

Today’s challenge is to ‘design a flag’ for your family sports team!! 

Include your Surname, and pictures of your favourite sports.          

You can do stripes, or spots or square patterns. Draw medals or a 



trophy. If you can, use a stick or a ruler or a brush handle to mount 

the flag on!! Pictures please!!   

 

 

Active Work 

Today’s homemade game is called ‘Toss the Ring’!! 

 



1. Get some paper plates and cut the centre out to make rings. If 

you don’t have paper plates then trace circles (side plate size) 

and cut them into rings. 

2. If you have long cardboard rolls (foil or kitchen roll) they need 

to be taped to the floor as targets. An upside down stool or 

even a floor brush handle will make targets too!! 

3. Decide where you’re going to stand and put a chair or a cushion 

to mark it. 

Take turns throwing the rings onto the target! 

 

A Note to Mums and Dads 

                                                    The recent school survey showed 

that some parents would like a week’s work posted on Mondays, while 

others prefer the daily posting!       I, myself have a preference for 

the daily post as I like to write a note to the children. So, in an effort 

to please everyone, from Tuesday next (Monday is a bank holiday!) I’ll 

endeavour to post two or three days together. I’ll still format it like 

I have done to date, but I’ll post a couple together. That way you can 

choose to download one as you have been doing, or all of them 

together! So make sure to check the date to ensure that you’re doing 

the right day!! Meanwhile you will receive communication from school 

shortly regarding a platform for sending me some of the children’s 

work that I can correct or comment on and return to you. So keep an 

eye out for that and return the permission promptly!                     

Thanks. Ms Wallnutt 


